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Round 1 Interview:    RUSSELL KNOX  ( -4) 
August 3, 2017    
 

 

Q.  What did you do with Russell?  

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  You know what, I ate sausage instead of bacon this morning.  All this 

time, the whole year, if I would have just eaten sausage, I would have played better. 

 

Q.  Any other keys out there today? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  No, I mean, I hit the ball great today.  I've obviously struggled a little bit 

recently but my game's not been far off.  I know it hasn't been.  I made a couple adjustments 

in my equipment, which is going to be important moving forward, I think, for me.  I mean, 

today was how I normally have played.  I'm very happy to have shot 4 under.  

 

Q.  Any specifics on the equipment changes? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  I went back to the putter that I used when I won in China.  I figured it did 

work at one point, so it worked today.  I rolled the ball beautifully.  I switched iron shafts, 

which I haven't done in five years.  That seemed to make it a little easier for me. 

 

Q.  When did you ditch the putter after China and why? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  It's a good question.  It worked the following week, too, at Mayakoba.  

Lost in a playoff, rolled it beautifully.  I don't know, we're sick, man.  Us golfers are sick.  I 

mean, it's amazing, I've probably went through 20 putters since then and just doing the 

search, but today felt unbelievable.  I don't know.  It's a good lesson to -- I mean, sometimes 

you blame -- you always blame your equipment rather than yourself, so maybe I just have to 

take the blame and say I sucked and the putter worked. 

 

Q.  During this kind of bad patch you're in, did you have any sense of panic at all? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  Yeah, absolutely.  The Memorial I felt very uncomfortable over the ball 

and I was concerned.  I was like oh, where's this coming from?  Hit some extremely 

wayward shots.  Since then, the next week I played in Memphis and finished high 30s, I 

think.  I played really well on Sunday.  So there's been signs.  I mean, it's not been far off, 

but I really think this slight tweak in my iron game -- my iron game's been very average.  I 

drove the ball okay, good enough to at least make cuts and finish top half, but my iron 

game's been causing me to make bogeys rather than birdies and today I hit a lot of good 

iron shots. 

 

Q.  If I understand this correctly, it turns out it was you and not the putter, but now it's 

the shafts but not you swinging it? 
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RUSSELL KNOX:  It's always the clubs, it's never me, it's never me.  I'm great. 

 

Q.  After the 20 putters, when did you have this reawakening, I've got to go back to the 

old thing? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  Well, I've just -- 

 

Q.  Was it this week? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  When I was home last week, I have a little putting mat thing in my house 

and I just went through every putter I had and stood there.  I didn't even hit putts, I just stood 

over it thinking, okay, do you feel comfortable you're going to make this putt?  I just went 

through a bunch of them and this putter won, and then I just started rolling them.  I must 

have hit thousands of putts at my house as it was pouring rain at Jacksonville last week and 

it worked. 

 

Q.  What's the longest one you made with this? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  The putt I made -- well, the mat's 12 feet long, so if I can make 12 

footers, I'll be happy. 

 

Q.  What is the pressure that you feel right now? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  I have no pressure.  I'm a two-time winner, got multiple year exemptions, 

I've got no pressure. 

 

Q.  You don't look at the standings and -- 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  No, I know my world rankings has slipped a bit, I think I'm 50 now, 

around about 50.  Obviously being in the top 50's a big deal for anyone.  So yeah, I put 

pressure on myself to be in the top 50.  I feel like when I'm playing well, I'm a top 50 player, I 

feel like I'm a top 20 player. 

 

Q.  Were you 75 FedEx? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  Yeah.  I mean, the reason why I've fallen in both is I don't -- I haven't 

deserved to be any higher.  I haven't played good enough.  There's a bunch of people that 

have been, so I've got to take it on the chin and get to work. 

 

Q.  Is this the first time you've gone back to the China putter since you took it out of 

the bag? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  Yeah. 

 

Q.  What are you using tomorrow? 
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KEVIN KISNER:  I might go back to the putter I four-putted with two weeks ago.  I love that 

putter, it's so soft. 

 

Q.  4-under par 66 today, good day's work.  Your thoughts? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  Yeah, I mean, I'm really happy with that.  I have struggled get off to a 

good first round in a long time it feels like, so shooting 4-under around here on a tricky test, 

very happy. 

 

Q.  You used the term tricky test.  It was kind of firm and fast.  Your thoughts on the 

golf course on how it was playing? 

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  Yeah, it's perfect, the condition of the course is flawless.  The greens are 

pretty soft so you can be aggressive.  But yeah, the fairways are firm, which helps, you can 

hit a little knuckleball in there and get some roll.  I love it. 

 

Q.  A number of highlights on the round, I guess the big one was the 76-yard hole-out 

on 2 for eagle.  Tell us about that.  

 

RUSSELL KNOX:  Yeah, I hit a poor drive and just laid up.  Laid up in the first cut rough and 

actually for that pin position, it was in a good break to be in the first cut because it was a 

tough one.  I was able to judge the distance right and it just kind of rolled up, top of the hill 

and trickled back and went in.  Obviously a huge bonus to make eagle.  
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